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ABSTRACT 
ISCSI is proposed as a possible solution to building future storage systems. However, using iSCSI raises numerous questions 
about its implications on system performance. This lack of understanding of system I/O behavior in modern and future systems 
inhibits providing solutions at the architectural and system levels. Our main goals in this work are to understand the behavior 
of the application server (iSCSI initiator), to evaluate the overhead introduced by iSCSI compared to systems with directly-
attached storage, and to provide insight about how future storage systems may be improved. We examine these questions in the 
context of commodity iSCSI systems that can benefit most from using iSCSI. We use commodity PCs with several disks as 
storage nodes and a Gigabit Ethernet network as the storage network. On the application server side we use a broad range of 
benchmarks and applications to evaluate the impact of iSCSI on application and server performance. Our analysis reveals how 
iSCSI affects application performance and shows that building next generation, network-based I/O architectures, requires 
optimizing I/O latency, reducing network and buffer cache related processing in the host CPU, and increasing the sheer 
network bandwidth to account for consolidation of different types of traffic. ISCSI is the block-level storage protocol that lets 
users create a separate storage network using Ethernet. This protocol uses Ethernet as a transport for data from servers to 
storage area Networks. Now a day, fiber channels are becoming dominant in storage area networks. With fast developing 
network technologies iSCSI made all companies to seriously think about the implementation of future storage network. ISCSI 
storage network based upon Cisco’s catalyst 6500 gigabit Ethernet switch and SN5420 storage router using fiber channel for 
storage access. 
Keywords: ISCSI, Internet Protocol (SAN), Fiber channels 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In a new era of computing, data storage has changed its role from secondary with respect to CPU and RAM to 

primary importance in today’s information world. Online data storage doubles every 9 months [7] due to an ever-
growing [8] demand for networked information services. In general, networked storage architectures have evolved from 
network-attached storage (NAS) [7], storage area network (SAN) [4] to most recent storage over IP (IP SAN). NAS 
architecture allows a storage system/device to be directly As Connected to a standard network, typically via Ethernet. 
SAN technology,   on the other hand, provides a simple block level interface for manipulating nonvolatile magnetic 
media. Typically, a SAN consists of networked storage devices interconnected through a dedicated fiber channel (FC-4 
protocol) network. The basic premise of a SAN is to replace the “point-to-point” infrastructure of server-to-storage 
communications with one that allows “any-to-any” communications. A SAN provides high connectivity, scalability, 
and availability using a specialized network protocol: FC-4 protocol. Deploying such a specialized network usually 
introduces additional cost for implementation, maintenance, and management. Internet SCSI (iSCSI) is the most 
recently emerging technology with the goal of implementing the IP SAN. Compared to FC-4, implementing SAN over 
IP (IP SAN) has several advantages [4]: IP SAN can run over standard off-the-shelf network components, such as 
switched Ethernet, which reduces the cost. One can extend and expand the switched network easily and quickly while 
riding the cost/performance improvement trends of Ethernet. IP SAN can exploit existing IP-based protocols, and IP 
SANs using iSCSI can be manage during existing and familiar IP-based tools such as SNMP, while Fiber Channel 
SANs require specialize management infrastructure. A network that incorporates IP SANs need use only a single kind 
of network infrastructure (Ethernet) for both data and storage traffic, whereas use of fiber channel protocol (FCP) 
requires a separate kind of infrastructure (fiber channel) for storage. 

Internet Protocol (IP) dominates local and wide area networks, and data storage requirements grow unabated, it 
seems inevitable that these two forces converge. The Internet Small Computer Systems Interface (iSCSI) protocol unites 
storage and IP networking. iSCSI enables the transport of block-level storage traffic over IP networks. It builds on two 
widely used technologies — SCSI commands for storage and IP protocols for networking. iSCSI is an end-to-end 
protocol for transporting storage I/O block data over an IP network. The protocol is used on servers (initiators), storage 
devices (targets), and protocol transfer gateway devices. ISCSI uses standard Ethernet switches and routers to move the 
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data from server to storage. It also enables IP and Ethernet infrastructure to be used for expanding access to SAN 
storage and extending SAN connectivity across any distance iSCSI is an end-to-end protocol for transporting storage 
I/O block data over an I/P network.  
  

2. SCSI CONCEPT: 
         The Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) is a popular family of protocols for communicating with I/O 
devices, especially storage devices.  SCSI is an industry standard system interface, which allows multiple peripheral 
devices to be installed on the system. The number of devices that can be installed depends on the type of SCSI Host 
adapter that you have installed in your system. iSCSI is based on the Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI), which 
enables host computer systems to perform block data input/output (I/O) operations with a variety of peripheral devices. 
Target devices may include disk and tape devices, optical storage devices, as well as printers and Scanners. The 
traditional SCSI connection between a host system and peripheral devices is based on parallel cabling, which has 
inherent distance and device support limitations. For storage applications, these limitations have fostered the 
development of new technologies based on networking architectures such as Fiber Channel and Gigabit Ethernet. IP 
Storage networks based on serial gigabit transport layers overcome the distance, performance, scalability, and 
availability restrictions of parallel SCSI implementations.  
       By leveraging SCSI protocols over networked infrastructures, storage networking enables flexible high-speed 
block data transfers for a variety of applications, including tape backup, server clustering, storage consolidation, and 
disaster recovery. The Internet SCSI (iSCSI) protocol defines a means to enable block storage applications over TCP/IP 
networks. The SCSI architecture is based on a client/server model, and iSCSI takes this into account to deliver storage 
functionality over TCP/IP networks. The client is typically a host system such as file server that issues requests to read 
or write data. The server is a resource such as a disk array that responds to client requests. In storage parlance, the 
client is an initiator and plays the active role in issuing commands. The server is a target and has a passive role in 
fulfilling client requests, having one or more logical units that process initiator commands. Because of the proliferation 
of the public Internet, corporations and other organizations currently have in place infrastructure and resources 
dedicated to managing their TCP/IP traffic, over LANs and the Internet itself. They have deployed firewalls, routers 
and other infrastructure solely to take advantage of the Internet's benefits, and protect them from malicious outside 
intervention. iSCSI builds upon this built-in networking infrastructure and expertise, and provides many benefits to 
users of storage -- every computer user -- at relatively low technology acquisition cost. The iSCSI protocol has two 
halves to it - the initiator resides on a server or desktop computer, and sends commands to the iSCSI target, which 
resides on the storage appliance. The target performs the work requested by the initiator, and sends a reply back. All 
communications take place via TCP/IP.  

 

FIG1: SCSI INITATOR AND TARGET 
 

3. ARCHITECTURE: 
Essentially, STICS is a cache that bridges the protocol and speed disparities between SCSI and IP. Fig shows a 

typical SAN implementation over IP using STICS. Any number of storage devices or server computers can be 
connected to the standard Internet through STICS to form a SAN. Instead of using a specialized network or specialized 
switch, STICS connects a regular host server or a storage device to the standard IP network using off-the-shelf 
components. Consider STICS 1 in the diagram. It is directly connected to the SCSI HBA of Host 1 as a local storage 
device. It also acts as a cache and bridge to allow Host 1 to access, at the block level, any storage device connected to 
the SAN such as NAS, STICS 2, STICS 3, etc. In order to allow a smooth data access from Host 1 to the SAN, STICS 
1 A STICS connects to the host via SCSI interface And connects to other STICS’ or NAS via Internet. Provides SCSI 
service, caching service, naming service, and IP protocol service. 
The basic structure of STICS, which consists of five main components: 
1. A SCSI interface: STICS supports SCSI communications with hosts and other extended storage devices. Via the 
SCSI interface, STICS may run under two different modes: initiator mode or target mode [10] . When a STICS is used 
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to connect to a host, it runs in target mode receiving requests from the host, carrying out the I/O processing possibly 
through network, and sending back results to the host. In this case, the STICS acts as a directly attached storage device 
from the host’s point of view. When a STICS is used to connect to a storage device such as a disk or RAID to extend 
storage, it runs in initiator mode, and it sends or forwards SCSI requests to the extended storage device. For example, 
in Fig.2, STICS 1 runs in target mode while STICS 2 runs in initiator mode. 

 

 
  Fig 2: System overview                                                          fig 3: Basic structure of STICS 

 
2. An Ethernet interface: Via the network interface, a STICS can be connected to the Internet and share storage with 
other STICS’s or NAS. 
3. An intelligent processing unit: This processing unit has an embedded processor and an amount of RAM. A 
specialized Log- structured file system, standard SCSI protocols, and IP protocols run on the processing unit. The RAM 
consists of a regular DRAM for read caching and a small (1–4 MB) nonvolatile RAM (NVRAM) for write caching. 
The NVRAM is also used to maintain the meta data such as hash table, LRU list, and the mapping information 
(STICS_MAP). Alternatively, we can also use Soft Updates [10], technique to keep meta data consistency without using 
NVRAM. 
4. A log disk: The log disk is a sequentially accessed device. It is used to cache write data along with the NVRAM 
above in the processing unit. The log disk and the NVRAM form a two-level hierarchical cache. 
5. Storage device: The regular storage device is an optional component. It can be a disk, a RAID, or Just-Bunch-Of- 
Disks (JBOD). It is used as an extra and backup storage capacity. For example, it can be used as temporary offline 
storage when the network fails. From the point of view of a server host to which the STICS is connected through the 
SCSI interface, this storage device can be considered as a local disk. From ] the point of view of the IP network through 
the network interface, it can be considered as a component of a SAN with an IP address as its ID. 
 

4. DESIGN AND PARPOSE WORK: 
The actual purpose of SCSI is to provide access to I/O devices connected in a network. If we want to access I/O 

devices over an IP network then for that purpose SCSI commands are sent over the network. But to send such command 
or data over network protocols are required. So iSCSI is designed to access I/O devices over networks. iSCSI is 
designed for various environments & applications like local & remote storage access, local & remote mirroring, local & 
remote backup/restore. First of all several attempts have been carried out to use or transport SCSI over UDP, IP & also 
SCSI directly over Ethernet. But results were not successful. Then designers decided to define iSCSI over TCP for best 
results. 

The reasons for choosing TCP as platform for iSCSI are -: 
1. TCP is reliable connection protocol that works over a variety of physical media  & interconnection topologies. 
2. It is implemented on wide variety of machines. 
3. It is a scalable field providing an end-to-end connection model independent of underlying networks. 

  TCP can acknowledge all TCP packets received. It has mechanism to resend the unacknowledged packets within a 
certain time – out period. Thus iSCSI packets sent over TCP may get lost. But due to TCP`s characteristic they are 
automatically resent by TCP. If iSCSI is defined on the top of a protocol which is not reliable, then iSCSI must provide 
these services itself because SCSI traffic must be reliable & in proper order. 

5. WORKING OF ISCSI: 
ISCSI is a block-level storage protocol that lets users create a separate storage network using Ethernet. ISCSI uses 

Ethernet as a transport for data from servers to storage devices or storage-area networks. Because iSCSI uses Ethernet, 
it doesn't suffer from some of the complexity and distance limitations that encumber other storage protocols. The iSCSI 
protocol puts standard SCSI commands into TCP and sends those SCSI commands over standard Ethernet. An iSCSI 
SAN[4] consists of servers - with an iSCSI host bus adapter (HBA) or network interface card (NIC) - disk arrays and 
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tape libraries. Unlike other SAN technologies, iSCSI uses standard Ethernet switches, routers and cables, and the same 
Ethernet protocol deployed for communications traffic on LANs (TCP/IP). It can take advantage of the same type of 
switching, routing and cabling technology used for a LAN. Because iSCSI uses SCSI commands, relying on Ethernet 
only to transport the SCSI commands, operating systems see iSCSI-connected devices as SCSI devices and are largely 
unaware that the SCSI device resides across the room or across town. 

Most components inside these iSCSI devices are very familiar to network professionals, including RAID controllers 
and SCSI or Fiber Channel drives. The only added feature is the iSCSI protocol, which can be run on standard NICs in 
software or on specialized iSCSI silicon or HBAs that off-load the TCP/IP and iSCSI protocol. 

 
Fig 4: Network storage Services via ISCSI 

ISCSI is built using two of the most widely adopted protocols for storage (SCSI) and networking (TCP). Both 
technologies have undergone years of research, development and integration. IP networks also provide the utmost in 
manageability, interoperability and cost effectiveness .When SCSI is mapped to TCP/IP through the iSCSI layer, SCSI 
is freed from its parallel bus structure, letting users extend network storage using Ethernet. SCSI traffic at the 
application layer moves to the physical network interface (either an NIC using software or an HBA) then out over the 
Ethernet-based SAN to a storage device, where the SCSI command is decoded and presented to the storage operating 
system. There are other components that can be added to an iSCSI SAN to facilitate inclusion of other storage 
protocols. These devices bridge the iSCSI protocol to Fiber Channel and SCSI devices. Bridging products let users 
deploy an iSCSI SAN without requiring retrofits to the entire storage infrastructure. This means that storage can be 
transitioned to become iSCSI-compatible, and the existing storage can stay in place. 

This bridging functionality lets users preserve their existing investment while migrating to an IP-based SAN. In 
addition to the bridging function, some of the protocol-conversion devices also can provide switching capability. This 
means that these devices can bridge iSCSI to another protocol and simultaneously route the command to the 
appropriate device. An Internet Engineering Task Force working group created the iSCSI standard. This group has 
moved quickly to offer a universal standard. However, the organization's job is not done yet. Ratification of the iSCSI 
standard by the entire organization is still in process but quickly moving to completion. Most are expecting ratification 
of the standard this year. Devices such as iSCSI HBAs, iSCSI disk arrays, iSCSI tape and iSCSI to Fiber Channel/SCSI 
bridging products are available today, and more will be available throughout this year. Most of the products available 
today are pre standard, but all have undergone rigorous interoperability testing to ensure that they work in accordance 
with the standard. ISCSI provides IT managers with a new option for solving increasing storage demands. By 
delivering the advantages of SANs using a familiar and ubiquitous Ethernet infrastructure, iSCSI unifies network and 
storage deployment, making SANs available to the masses. 

 
Fig 5: ISCSI uses Ethernet as the transport for data from servers to storage devices. 

 
6. APPLICATION OF ISCSI: 

-The use of familiar network technology and management reduces training and staff costs, and increases stability and 
reliability of an organization's infrastructure.  
-iSCSI is scalable over long distance or in a Local Area Network, enabling remote data replication and disaster 
recovery.  
-A user can access the same desktop wherever in the world they are -- the age of the thin client is here.  
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-Standard firewall and security measures can be used to protect an organization's data.  
-There is no need to have large trunks of dark fiber or other communications infrastructure deployed, with 
accompanying contract and SLA management.  
-An organization could place all of its disk space in purpose-built co-located premises, rather than in expensive office 
space. Centralized backup of all the storage within an organization is now a reality.  
-An organization's security need not be compromised by the theft of a laptop, for example, since no confidential data 
need be stored on the thin client. 
-Existing SAN installations can be incorporated in new iSCSI networks by utilizing gateway technology to bring iSCSI 
and Fiber channel devices into the same network. 
- ISCSI greatly reduces TCO -- existing networking and storage resources can be used.  
By combining SCSI, Ethernet and TCP/IP, Gigabit iSCSI delivers these key advantages: 
-Builds on stable and familiar standards – many IT staffs are familiar with the technologies. 
-Creates a SAN with a reduced TCO –installation and maintenance costs are low since the TCP/IP suite reduces the 
need for hiring specialized personnel. 
-Provides a high degree of interoperability – reduces disparate networks and cabling, and uses regular Ethernet 
switches instead of special Fiber Channel switches Ethernet transmissions can travel over the Global IP Network and 
therefore have no practical distance limitations 
-Scales to 10 Gigabit – comparable to OC-192 SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) rates in Metropolitan Area 
Networks (MANs) and Wide Area Networks (WANs). 
 

7. DRAWBACKS AND RECOVERY: 
Drawbacks -:  

1. It is limited by TCP window size i.e. it cannot achieve maximum throughput on a single TCP connection. 
2. TCP packets may get lost causing delay in delivery of subsequent packets. If packets are lost next iSCSI 

headers cannot be found. 
3. TCP checksum is not sufficient for storage data integrity. 
4. TCP usually entails multiple copying of data. 

Recovery -: 

Brocade solution for iSCSI storage area networks:- 

  Brocade solutions provide the flexibility, reliability, and ease of use for lower-cost Internet Small Computer Systems 
Interface (iSCSI) Storage Area Networks (SANs) from small businesses to enterprise-class data centers with the 
Brocade FCX Series, Brocade Turbo Iron 24X Switch, Brocade Big Iron RX Series, and Brocade VDX Series Ethernet 
switches. 

SANs have been based on Fiber Channel (FC) networks, but iSCSI SANs are gaining greater acceptance in data 
centers because of lossless 10 Gigabit Ethernet (GbE), flexibility, low cost, ease of use, and ability to meet objectives for 
remote backup and disaster recovery. Challenges for iSCSI storage networks include the need to ensure that the 
network performs to meet business requirements, the need to fine-tune switches for iSCSI environments and, finally, 
the complexity involved with scaling Ethernet networks for storage. Four Brocade solutions address the need for 
simplicity, scalability, and performance: 
1. Low-cost, high-performance 1 GbE iSCSI SAN 
2. 1 GbE to 10 GbE using stackable building blocks  
3. Highly scalable enterprise-class 1GbE and 10GbE for nonstop iSCSI SAN availability 
4. Lossless solution with next-generation Brocade VCS™ • Fabric technology. 

Key technology features, such as Brocade Iron Stack, Symmetric Flow Control (SFC), sFlow, large buffer, Data 
Center Bridging (DCB), L2 multipathing, and enterprise class reliability ensure a robust, high-performance storage 
network that exhibits many of the characteristics of Brocade Fiber Channel SANs. Brocade switches provide reliability, 
low latency, edge-to-core 10 GbE support, as well as the ability to grow as the environment grows. 
The main reasons for iSCSI–level recovery are- 

1. TCP connections occasionally break up. So it has to be rebuilt.  
2. ISCSI has to maintain sessions across new connection. 
3. It is critical for long distance & tape operations i.e. do not restart a large data transfer due to a transient TCP 

problem. 
Generally four types of recoveries are there-: 
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1. Session recovery -: All very basic operations are known as session recovery. If some error occurs then iSCSI 
terminates all pending operations. First of all the iSCSI command is completed & then rebuilds the 
connection. 

2. Connection recovery -: Sometimes TCP connection may get broken, due to the breakup the iSCSI command or 
data remains pending. It may happen when iSCSI command is not reached to target & initiator acknowledges 
no response. At that time iSCSI completes the transfer with proper error message or attempts to transfer the 
command on another TCP connection. 

 
8.  CONCLUSION:  

Organizations with changing data requirements, especially those requiring data storage security or disaster recovery, 
will benefit most from the introduction of IP storage and iSCSI. As performance increases and iSCSI SANs become 
ubiquitous, they will gradually be integrated into enterprise TCP/IP networks. Distributed intelligent services and 
automated allocation of storage resources via virtualization will become an integral part of the future evolution of iSCSI 
SANs. Intel is actively involved in the advancement of iSCSI solutions. ISCSI will expand the market for networked 
storage by giving IT managers another alternative to direct attached storage that delivers the advantages of networked 
storage. IP Storage networks take advantage of IP networking knowledge in IT departments and use existing network 
management and tools for LANs, MANs and WANs today. Riding the IP wave of technology development and 
enhancements like the introduction of 10 Gigabit Ethernet, iSCSI provides a logical unified infrastructure development 
path for corporations and Service providers alike.  ISCSI is seen as a cheaper alternative to Fiber Channel SANs. 
Because of its high cost, Fiber Channel SANs were previously considered to be limited to large data centers. iSCSI now 
allows for lower cost network access to shared data, and brings the SAN to the low-end market. Low-end iSCSI storage 
controllers have already appeared on the market, as have iSCSI tape backup systems. Of course, previous investments 
in Fiber Channel infrastructure will continue to be utilized. ISCSI gateways have appeared to bridge existing Fiber 
Channel devices to Ethernet. Additionally, in parallel to iSCSI, two additional IP-based protocols have been introduced 
to connect Fiber Channel SANs over IP. 
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